The cross-polarized scattering (HV) of polarimetric synthetic aperture radar (PolSAR) data is caused not only by forest but also by urban buildings with azimuth orientation angles. Since the general double scattering in model-based decomposition does not support their dominant scattering mechanism, it's still a challenge for modeling the scattering mechanism of oriented buildings. In this paper, the HV induced by oriented buildings is modeled by a rotated dihedral corner reflector. The cross scattering matrix of oriented building is obtained by averaging a cosine squared distribution with its peak at the dominant polarimetric orientation angle (DPOA) of an area and an adaptive width. The relation between DPOA and distribution width is acquired. Then an optimization strategy which eliminates the negative power and balances time and efficiency is proposed to estimate the scattering contributions. The proposed algorithm is tested on AIRSAR data of San Francisco and UAVSAR of San Diego and the results confirm the effectiveness.
I. INTRODUCTION
Due to high resolution and all time and weather condition, PolSAR images are widely used in remote sensing applications such as urban area classification, disaster assessment and forest estimation [1] - [5] . Model-based decomposition method is an efficient approach for PolSAR data analysis [6] - [21] . The basic idea of model-based decomposition is that PolSAR data is the combination of the different scattering mechanisms. In most of the decomposition methods, cross polarized scattering is assumed to be caused by vegetation. However, it is still a challenge to analyze urban area based on the decomposition results due to the PolSAR images sensitivity to the building azimuth orientation angle (AOA). In urban areas, buildings are not always parallel to the SAR sensor flight direction. We call those buildings parallel to the SAR sensor flight direction ortho buildings, the other buildings are oriented buildings. It has been proved that cross polarized scattering is caused not only by vegetation but also by oriented buildings. This property leads to the confusion The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Weimin Huang . between oriented buildings and vegetation and brings the challenge for the PolSAR images applications in urban areas such as buildings extraction and urban classification.
As we know, the result of model-based decomposition is an effective feature for analyzing the PolSAR urban images which has been studied in [3] and [9] . Until now, there are a lot of model-based decomposition methods proposed for PolSAR images. Freeman and Durden [6] first decomposed the PolSAR data into components of odd scattering, double scattering and volume scattering. Although Freeman and Durden decomposition method has clear physical meaning, but volume scattering which is modeled by randomly oriented dipoles is often overestimated. In order to overcome this problem, Yamaguchi et al. [9] used a vertically orientated dipole model or a horizontally orientated dipole model to model the volume scattering. Compared to Freeman and Durden method, Yamaguchi et al. [9] produces less volume scattering. In addition, Yamaguchi et al. [9] adds a helix component to model the imaginary part of T 23 element of coherency matrix. Although Yamaguchi four-component decomposition works well in understanding forest environment, but the method may become invalid in urban area with nonzero AOA. VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ Then a new concept of polarization orientation angle (POA) [23] , [24] which is extracted by minimizing the HV power is proposed. Yamaguchi + POA compensation method [7] forces real part of T 23 to zero and increases the double scattering power so that it's more easy to delineate urban targets. However, the dependence of the scattering energy on the AOA still remains even after POA compensation.
Chen et al. [22] demonstrates that volume scattering power still remains dominant after POA compensation in large AOA area. Models reviewed above do not take the full use of information of coherency matrix. The off-diagonal elements are often not used in decomposition procedure. Recently, some generalized double and odd scattering models which are trying to use the full information of coherency matrix are proposed [11] , [13] , [25] , [28] . Chen et al. [11] generalized double and odd scattering with different orientation angles θ double and θ odd . But the inversion process is time consuming by using non-linear least squared optimization method. Singh and Yamaguchi [20] tried to use T 13 by adding two more physical scattering types to the Yamaguchi fourcomponent decomposition method. However, these two scattering types are not directly related to oriented buildings.
In [20] , branch condition is used before the decomposition procedure to judge whether the pixel is belong to urban or not. If so, the urban pixel which still uses the name of volume scattering is modeled by a dihedral with 45 0 . This is often incorrect in a real situation. The other problem for conventional model-based decomposition is negative power. Some existing methods hybrid nonnegative eigenvalue decomposition (NNED) with model-based decomposition to eliminate the nonphysical negative power [8] , [10] , [26] , [27] , [29] . Due to the selection of the optimal coefficient, NNED generally has high computational complexity. All models mentioned above assign the ortho and oriented buildings to only one class. Since scattering of buildings is very sensitive to AOA, different orientation angles have different scattering characteristics. Therefore, to better understand the physical meaning of urban scattering and further improve the urban classification accuracy, it's meaningful to investigate the orientation angles of buildings and separate ortho buildings and oriented buildings. Cross scattering model (CSM) is proposed to extract powers caused by oriented buildings from the overall cross polarized scattering [15] - [17] . According to CSM, the co-polarization component t 22 and crosspolarization component t 33 are approximately equal. The maximum difference between these two elements is ±1/15. This does not meet the true scattering of oriented buildings. Quan et al. [18] tries to cooperate CSM with double dihedral structures. But this problem still remains. The reason is that CSM does not take consideration of the relation between AOA and POA. The UAVSAR data of San Diego is used to demonstrate this kind of relation. Two typical urban areas are selected in Figure 1 . The area surrounding by an orange square is with large AOA (>30 0 ) and the black one is with small AOA (≈0 0 ). The POA distributions for these two typical built-up areas are shown in Figure 1b and c accordingly. There are 400 pixels used in each area. It's obvious that the POA distribution of built-up area with smaller AOA has a tighter shape and POAs appear at a close neighborhood of the peak value. Conversely, for the larger AOA, POAs spread to a large range up to the full range of −45 0 −45 0 . Quan et al. [19] hybrids CSM and eigenvalues to construct a refined cross scattering matrix. But the refined cross scattering matrix doesn't directly referring to oriented buildings any more.
To resolve the aforementioned problems, in this paper, an extension to the four-component decomposition with adaptive cross scattering matrix in PolSAR urban images is proposed. Oriented buildings with an adaptive width cosine squared distribution are averaged to form an adaptive cross scattering matrix, where the relation between AOA and POA is fully taken consideration. The main work of this paper includes the following aspects. First, the form of the adaptive cross scattering matrix for the oriented buildings is analyzed and the cross scattering part is added into the original four-component decomposition bases. Second, a local optimization strategy is proposed to estimate the scattering contribution which eliminates the negative power and balances time and efficiency. Finally, different AIRSAR and UAVSAR data are utilized and the effectiveness of the proposed decomposition method is verified. Before detail the proposed method, model-based decomposition methods reviewed above are summarized in Table 1 . A reader may achieve a clue of model-based decomposition development and better understand the proposed method in this paper.
II. METHODOLOGY A. ADAPTIVE CROSS SCATTERING MATRIX FOR URBAN IMAGES
PolSAR system commonly involves the transmission and reception of horizontally (H) and vertically (V) polarized radar pulses. The Sinclair matrix S is formed as the sum of the return from targets in each polarization, which has the following form:
It is generally assumed that the targets are reciprocal. Then we can get S HV = S VH .The corresponding K p scattering vector based on Pauli bases is expressed as
where ''T'' denotes the matrix transpose. Then the 3×3 corresponding coherency matrix T describing scattering mechanism of targets can be created from K p shown as expression (3), as shown at the bottom of this page. '' * '' denotes the complex conjugation and transposition. As we know, ortho buildings have strong double scattering and can be modeled by dihedral. However, oriented buildings generate relatively high cross-polarized components. The previous three-and four-component decomposition assumed that the volume scattering contribute to the whole cross-polarized component. Due to the cross-polarized component of oriented buildings is different from that of vegetation area, the coherency matrix modeled for vegetation is not suitable for oriented buildings. On the other hand, the crosspolarized scattering of oriented buildings is also different
from the scattering mechanism of double scattering. So it's necessary to develop a model to describe the cross-polarized scattering of oriented buildings. Since AOA of building can significantly influence building scattering, we incorporate the relation between AOA and POA to derive an adaptive cross scattering matrix for oriented buildings. The coherency matrix of oriented building which is modeled by a dihedral rotated by θ is expressed as
From Figure 1 we know that the POA distribution with smaller AOA has a tighter shape while larger AOA spread to a large range. Considering this type of relation between AOA and POA, we incorporate the cosine distribution with an adaptive width and the peak at DPOA as
where w represents the adaptive width, ϕ dom is the DPOA. A procedure to determine w and ϕ dom is proposed as follows: 1) Get all POAs in a 9×9 window. The POA can be extracted by formula (6) where Re(.) is an operator to extract the real part of a complex value. Then we divided the range −45 0 −45 0 into ten equal intervals. Count the number of pixels located in each interval and get the interval with maximum number. Calculate the mean value of the POAs located in the interval with maximum number which is treated as ϕ dom .
2) As discussed above, the width parameter w is sensitive to ϕ dom . In [22] , the deorientation effect is investigated by using ten urban patches with different AOAs. The AOAs are −45 0 , −33 0 , −13 0 , −4 0 , 0 0 , 7 0 , 21 0 , 33 0 , 45 0 . The relation between the POA distribution width and AOA is shown in Figure 2 .
In this paper, we use formula (7) to fit the data used in [22] and approximately describe the relation between w and ϕ dom .
The unit used in (7) is degree. Then the adaptive scattering matrix for the oriented buildings can be derived as It's obvious that the cross scattering of buildings is adaptive. The w parameter of buildings with larger AOA is bigger than that of buildings with smaller AOA.
B. MODEL-BASED DECOMPOSITION WITH ADAPTIVE CROSS SCATTERING MATRIX
First, we analyze t 23 element of T cross matrix. Figure 3 shows the ς value with the variable w in the range 0-π. So |t 23 | is in the range of (0.1, 0.5]. If all Re(T 23 ) is come from t 23 , then we can get Re(T 23 ) = f cross t 23 . f cross is the cross-polarized component to be determined. Therefore, the minimum value of f cross is 2Re(T 23 ). This often leads to overestimate f cross in a real PolSAR data. The reason for the problem may be more than one scattering mechanism contributing to Re(T 23 ). In this paper, we neglect the t 23 element just like the negligence of Re(T 23 ).in [9] . The measured coherency matrix can be written as combination of five components as
f odd , f double , f v , f c , f cross corresponding to odd, double, volume, helix and adaptive cross scattering components are needed to be determined. α and β are the same as in [7] . Comparing the component coefficients with each element in coherency matrix T, the following equations can be obtained:
It's obvious that f c can be got directly from (14d). Now, the inversion problem becomes solving the remaining six unknowns with four equations. It's not correct if we use nonlinear least squares optimization directly to solve this kind of problem. Similar to [7] , [15] , we can determine either odd scattering or double scattering is dominant according to the sign of Re(S HH S * VV ). f d = 0 if Re(S HH S * VV ) > 0 whereas f s = 0 if Re(S HH S * VV ) < 0. It's apparent that it's not necessary to calculate α if f d = 0 and β if f s = 0. Therefore, the optimization problem become a determined problem with four equations and four unknowns.
If f d = 0, the difference between model matrix and observation matrix can be expressed as
Therefore, the model inversion problem transforms to the optimization of minimizing expression (16) .
The required boundary conditions for the parameter set
The total power span = T 11 + T 22 + T 33 . Then the decomposition power can be acquired as
From the above procedure, we can conclude that the nonphysical negative power problem is avoided. Because we force two parameters to zeros according to the sign of Re(S HH S * VV ), the inversion procedure is not very time consuming. When f s = 0, the inversion procedure is just like that method is shown in Figure 4 . 
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, two full polarimetric data sets, including L-band AIRSAR image acquired over San Francisco, USA and L-band high resolution UAVSAR image obtained over San Diego, CA, are used to verify the validation of the proposed algorithm. Two urban model decomposition methods, i.e., Original Yamaguchi four-component decomposition (YO4) [9] and Yamaguchi four-component decomposition with orientation angle compensation (Y4C) [7] are utilized for comparison. A. VALIDATION OF THE ALGORITHM USING AIRSAR SAN FRANCISCO DATA Figure 5 is the first study area, which locates in San Francisco, USA. Figure 5a is the Pauli red, green, and blue (RGB) image of the study site. The red channel represents double scattering, the green channel represents volume scattering and the blue channel represents odd scattering. Figure 5b is the corresponding optical image which is obtained from Google Earth. This study area mainly composes of ocean, urban and park areas. Four typical land cover areas which are ortho buildings (marked with red rectangle A), oriented buildings (marked with red rectangle B), ocean area (marked with orange rectangle) and forest area (marked with dark blue rectangle) are chosen for testing the proposed algorithm. Figure 6 is the decomposition results of the proposed algorithm, as well as YO4 and Y4C. For ocean area (Figure 6a-c) , three methods have similar properties. Odd scattering is the dominant part of overall power. For forest area (Figure 6d-f ), although the proposed algorithm produces much less volume scattering than YO4 and Y4C, but volume scattering is still the dominant part. Details of the ground truth indicate that the forest area is a park and man-made structures exist which enhance the double scattering of this area. Lakes and flat land also introduce some odd scattering mechanism. For ortho buildings area (Figure 6g-i) , double scattering is the main characteristic of this area. The orientation angle of this area is between 0 0 and 10 0 which can be seen from Figure 5b . It's apparent that the Y4C have high double scattering than YO4. Although proposed method have the lowest double scattering in all three methods, but the urban scattering (double scattering + helix scattering + adaptive cross scattering) power is the highest of all. The difference of the urban scattering influences the classification accuracy of urban area. The decomposition results for oriented buildings area is shown in Figure 6j -l. From Figure 5b we know that this area has a large orientation angle (>30 0 ). The Figure 6k indicates that YO4 totally misinterpret it. Although Y4C of Figure 6l slightly decreases the volume scattering power, but it's still of no avail. The result proves that Y4C becomes invalid in large AOA area which has been discussed in [22] and [24] .The proposed algorithm shown in Figure 6j indicates that the cross scattering power induced by oriented buildings becomes a large value in a large AOA urban area. This adaptive cross scattering power can easily separate oriented buildings and forest apart. The true characterization of this cross polarized power using oriented dihedral is the reason for better understanding the physical scattering of urban targets.
The color composite result of San Francisco is shown in Figure 7 . By comparing Figure 7a and 7c, the slightly oriented building area marked by a rectangle in Figure 7c shows more urban scattering property than Figure 7a . The volume scattering is suppressed in this area. The highly oriented building area marked by an ellipse shows red in majority VOLUME 7, 2019 in Figure 7c rather than green in Figure 7a . Figure 7d and 7e are the volume scattering component and adaptive cross scattering component of proposed method respectively. Although volume scattering still remains in highly oriented buildings area, but adaptive cross scattering component becomes a big part in this area. Therefore, oriented buildings can be easily recognized by proposed method.
To further demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed algorithm, the color composite result of close-up oriented buildings from district B with 20×20 pixels is shown in Figure 8 . By comparing Figure 8b and 8c, majority of the area appear green which indicates that both YO4 and Y4C produce numerous volume scattering power. On the contrary, it's apparent that the image generated by the proposed algorithm appears red rather than green, which means that there exist notable urban scattering and less volume scattering in this oriented buildings area.
B. DECOMPOSITION RESULT OF UAVSAR SAN DIEGO DATA
An airborne L-band high resolution PolSAR image of San Diego, California obtained by UARSAR of NASA/JPL at May 2012 is used for verified the proposed algorithm. The multi-look complex image has resolution of 5.6m×7.2m in range and azimuth direction, respectively. It is multi-looked with 3 looks in range and 12 looks in azimuth. Figure 9a and 9b are the Pauli image and Google optical image of the study site, respectively. The double scattering, volume scattering and adaptive cross scattering of proposed method are shown in Figure 9c from left to right respectively. The color composite results of this test site are shown in Figure 9d . From left to right side, they are the proposed algorithm, YO4 method and Y4C method respectively. The main AOA of this area is less than 20 0 . Therefore, the urban scattering power produced by Y4C method is significantly improved compared to YO4 method. There is no big difference between proposed algorithm and Y4C method in visual aspect. However, the proposed algorithm still produces more urban scattering power than Y4C. This will be evaluated in quantity later. The proportion for each scattering mechanism is shown in Table 2 . Volume scattering is the dominant scattering mechanism for YO4 method. While in Y4C method, double scattering turns to be the dominant one through polarization orientation angle compensation. The core idea of Y4C method is minimizing HV component and dividing the reduced power to double scattering and odd scattering. Although the double scattering in district C is enhanced, but the decomposition result can't tell the true scattering mechanism from the ground. The double scattering of proposed algorithm is the lowest in three methods. But the urban scattering of it is the highest. The urban scattering of proposed algorithm is 3% higher than Y4C and 5% higher than YO4. Furthermore, the relatively high value of adaptive cross scattering power indicates that buildings in district C area have a certain AOA. If cooperating the decomposition result with a powerful classifier, we believe that the classification accuracy of urban PolSAR image will be improved. Even the oriented buildings can be will discriminated. This will needs further investigation.
IV. CONCLUSION
For model-based decomposition of PolSAR data, urban buildings are often modeled by double scattering. However, urban buildings with large AOA can produce strong cross-polarized scattering power which is considered as the scattering mechanism of forest in common sense. The confusion of scattering mechanism between urban buildings and forest leads to misclassify these two land types. In this paper, the cross-polarized scattering power induced by oriented buildings is modeled by a rotated dihedral corner reflector. The cross scattering matrix of oriented building is obtained by averaging a cosine squared distribution with its peak at the DPOA of an area and an adaptive width. The relation between DPOA and distribution width is acquired. Then a simplified nonlinear least square optimization strategy is used to inverse the scattering components parameters. The nonphysical negative power problem is avoided in this inversion process. Two PolSAR data sets, AIRSAR data of San Francisco and UAVSAR data of San Diego, with different configurations are used and the effectiveness of proposed algorithm is evaluated. The overestimate of volume scattering problem is reduced and more reasonable surface and double scattering is enhanced. In forest area, details of the ground truth indicate that man-made structures exist which enhance the double scattering of this area. Lakes and flat land also introduce some odd scattering mechanism. The decomposition result of the proposed algorithm is more consistent with the ground truth. More importantly, the urban scattering of oriented building area is enhanced, which enable better understanding the scattering mechanism of urban oriented buildings.
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